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sold in the United States. In this Pearl River Delta region of
southern China, in an industrial park where a row of multi-
story factory buildings sit next to a campus of dormitories,
11,000 of these women have built 20 million phones in just
the past year. 

These workers, most of them with pageboy haircuts and
most in their early 20s, labor 60 to 80 hours a week for a
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jockeys design and test software for walkie-
talkies, portable media players, and cell-
phones for their employer, Wong’s Interna-
tional. The pinup photos of Albert Einstein, Alfred
Hitchcock, and Pablo Picasso in the partitioned workspaces
reflect the eclectic tastes of these better-educated Chinese
20-somethings. Teams of youthful engineers, talking excit-
edly in both Mandarin and English, huddle to solve prob-
lems. These highly skilled workers make less than half of
what they would earn in Hong Kong, but when Wong’s
moved most of its research and development work from
Hong Kong to Shenzhen, it wasn’t simply because comput-
er talent was cheaper here. “People are increasingly going
into the Chinese mainland for the brains and the talent,”
said William A. Fischer, a professor of technology manage-
ment and a China expert at the International Institute for
Management Development in Lausanne, Switzerland. 

This is the dual economic challenge that China now poses
for the world: increasingly well-managed inexpensive labor,
coupled with a growing pool of talented engineers, scientists,
and professionals. China is beginning to compete in the glob-
al marketplace on the basis of productivity and quality, not
just on the backs of cheap labor. And China has barely start-
ed to ratchet up its competitive edge. Chinese factories have
only begun to automate. China’s service sector—accounting,
software development, back-office business operations—has
yet to reach its potential. And as the intense competition
within China’s domestic market continues to heat up, China-
based companies will sharpen their global competitive edge. 

No other place on Earth is feeling the brunt of this chal-
lenge more than is Hong Kong. The former island colony of
Britain just south of here, now a Special Administrative
Region of China, fashioned itself in the 1980s as the gateway
to a largely closed Chinese mainland. In the 1990s, Hong
Kong had to recast itself as the value-added service center
for the Chinese manufacturing behemoth. Now, Hong Kong
is again casting about for a new role, as it searches for day-
light in China’s lengthening economic shadow.

This quest, which Hong Kong entrepreneur Victor Fung
calls “niche-hunting,” is a metaphor for the future of many of
China’s Asian neighbors—Taiwan, South Korea, Japan—that

see their manufacturing and service jobs inex-
orably moving to China. These nations are
already following Hong Kong’s lead in inte-

grating themselves into a region-wide, China-centric econom-
ic sphere that has business and geopolitical implications. 

The lesson for the United States to draw from China’s evolv-
ing competitiveness is somewhat different. The debate in
Washington is still focused on China’s threat as a low-cost man-
ufacturing competitor. But that’s a static rather than dynamic
view of modern China. Similarly, current American concerns
about a predicted slowdown in China’s economic growth, the
risks of inflation here, and the fragility of the Chinese banking
system, are justifiable but shortsighted. China is headed for
rough times that will undoubtedly hobble its rush toward the
front ranks of economic superpowers. But the evidence of suc-
cessful adaptation at VTech, and the promise shown by firms
such as Wong’s, suggest that cutting-edge China-based compa-
nies are already positioning themselves to weather the coming
Chinese economic downturn—and to emerge stronger and
more competitive across a broad range of both products and
services. As the saying goes, “We ain’t seen nothin’ yet.” 

BOOMTOWN

Dongguan is the quintessential Chinese boomtown. New
construction sprouts everywhere, yet ancient rice fields still
border brand-new industrial parks. And the streets are
clogged with trucks maneuvering to avoid the occasional
man pushing a cart piled impossibly high with cardboard.
The city has 6.4 million residents, and nearly nine in 10 are
of working age—a startling statistic that reflects the recent
influx of young rural migrants in search of work. 

Dongguan is a center for labor-intensive, light manufactur-
ing. But the composition of that production is rapidly evolv-
ing. In the early 1980s, Dongguan’s economy depended heavi-
ly upon the manufacture of textiles, clothing, and plastic
products for export. By the mid-1990s, the export focus
changed to electronics, telecommunications, and electrical
equipment. And today, Dongguan is becoming a base for tech
companies selling to the growing Chinese domestic market.

VTech opened its second Chinese plant here in 1997
because of Dongguan’s “low-cost, high-value labor, and its

CHEAP AND SKILLED: 

At the VTech factory in
Dongguan, women work
in teams making cord-
less phones for America.
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proximity to Hong Kong,” said Alan Y.W. Tso, VTech’s direc-
tor of corporate communications. Once a leading maker of
electronic toys, VTech became an early manufacturer of cell-
phones, and the year it moved to Dongguan it began ship-
ping cordless phones to the United States. Now cordless tele-
phones account for 72 percent of VTech’s business, mostly
in exports to the American market, where it sells phones
under its own name and under the AT&T brand. The young
women of Dongguan build most of those phones. 

Cordless telephones are a seasonal business—sales peak
at Christmastime—so the roster of 11,000 women at work
here in April will swell to 20,000 this summer in prepara-
tion for next year’s holidays. Maximizing the output of
such a huge labor force is a constant challenge. At one
time, VTech’s workers assembled phones on long conveyor
belts, with each woman doing no more than one or two
tasks. It was mindless labor for a low-skilled, cheap work-
force. It wasn’t efficient. And given the low cost
of labor, it didn’t need to be.

But now, facing ever-steeper competition and
pressure to cut costs, said Y.Q. Wei, manager of
VTech’s Dongguan plant, “we decided it’s better to
work smart than to work hard.” Wei scrapped the
facility’s 23 conveyor lines, replacing them with 87
“production cells” in which a half-dozen women
labor as a team around work stations, each doing
multiple tasks. Managers have fine-tuned proce-
dures—moving parts closer to workers to avoid
wasted time reaching for them, for example—shav-
ing three seconds from one operation, two seconds
from another. With thousands of women doing
millions of tasks each day, the collective savings
from each reform have been dramatic. Productivity
has increased 30 percent since the factory institut-
ed the changes. Less mind-numbing work and
greater personal accountability have cut product
defects by two-thirds. And the plant can now manu-
facture 84 different phone models, a threefold
improvement in production flexibility.

The advantages of producing in China have not
been lost on VTech’s management. Originally based
in Hong Kong, VTech keeps only its corporate headquarters
there today. Both production and support work have migrated
to the mainland. “If we integrate manufacturing,” Tso said, “it
makes sense to have accounting [and other support services]
near production for more-timely decision making.” The grow-
ing attractiveness of the Chinese domestic consumer market is
also a powerful draw. So far, VTech has concentrated on for-
eign markets, where the profit margins are higher. But, Tso
predicted, “China will be a big market for us a few years down
the road.” The firm is already testing the Chinese consumer
waters with a line of electronic learning products. At some
point, VTech may find it advantageous to move marketing and
other front-office tasks to the mainland. For the time being,
Tso said, “our core decision making remains in Hong Kong,
and we have no plans to move to China.” But, he added, “we
won’t rule out the possibility,” once China develops adequate
financial and legal infrastructure. 

A HIGH-TECH FUTURE

Wong’s International is on a similar China-focused trajec-
tory, although the challenges it faces are somewhat differ-
ent from VTech’s. 

Wong’s began making printed circuit boards in the back

room of a Hong Kong grocery story in 1962. The firm went
on to become a major manufacturer of such boards, and in
the 1980s it branched out for a time into building some of the
first portable computers. Wong’s set up its first plant in China
in 1986, and the company now makes cellphones and other
telecommunications equipment there, for both the Chinese
and the European markets. And about a year ago, Wong’s also
opened a research-and-development center in Shenzhen.

A city of just 321,000 people in 1980, Shenzhen now has
more than 7 million inhabitants. This population boom net-
ted the city the best-educated citizens on the Chinese main-
land, including a plentiful supply of quality software devel-
opers with experience in systems integration and software
customization, geared toward the manufacturing sector.

This strength was not lost on Wong’s when it chose Shen-
zhen as a site to develop software for its telecommunications
equipment. “If we are going to sell into China,” said Ben

Wong, the company’s chairman
and CEO, “we have to know the

mind-set.” It also helps that the starting salary for engineers is
only $400 a month in Shenzhen, compared with $1,000 a
month in Hong Kong. Wong’s has already transferred two-
thirds of its accounting and administrative functions to its Chi-
nese factory sites. And with the Hong Kong headquarters only
an hour away, Wong’s top management and engineering tal-
ent commute when necessary. “What is it we can only do in
Hong Kong that we can’t do in China?” asked Wong rhetori-
cally. “That’s something that remains to be seen.” 

But Shenzhen is not yet Silicon Valley. “The lack of tech-
nical competence is still a limitation in China,” admitted
Phil Smith, an Englishman who is program director of
Wong’s R&D facility in Shenzhen. He notes that only in the
past year did local universities start offering courses in the
emerging field of wireless engineering. Such limitations
have led Wong’s to keep more than two dozen of its engi-
neers doing high-end R&D in Calgary, Canada. It is why the
company is currently recruiting a European software devel-
oper to come to China. And it is why Smith thinks he may
one day bring in software specialists from India.

For Wong’s, these are short-term impediments. “I can see

MORE EFFICIENT: 

VTech designs each
task in advance for
workers and has raised
productivity 30 percent.
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more and more companies in China being able to design
products from scratch,” Smith observed. “It’s moving really
quickly.”

HONG KONG’S STAKE

Hong Kong’s loss of manufacturing jobs to mainland
China—and the impending loss of the service jobs—puts
Hong Kong squarely on the front lines in coping with the Chi-
nese competitive challenge. The port city’s experience could
provide a lesson for the rest of Asia and for the United States. 

Manufacturing employment fell from 8.5 percent of the
Hong Kong labor force in 1998 to 5.4 percent in 2003. Most
of those jobs have moved to the Pearl River Delta, north
and west of the city on the Chinese mainland, where an esti-
mated 57,000 Hong Kong firms already employ nearly 10
million Chinese. 

Service employment in Hong Kong continues to rise, but
surveys by the Hong Kong Trade Development Council
show that Hong Kong companies expect to perform more
and more services on the
mainland, thanks partly to the

growing availability of qualified Chinese workers and the
improvement of communications technology. Local Chi-
nese-language call centers have already moved to the main-
land. Other local companies, such as HSBC bank and
PCCW, Hong Kong’s dominant telephone company, have
also shipped substantial portions of their back-office and
support activities to the Pearl River region. More ominous-
ly, the Hong Kong port’s container traffic is under threat,
as mainland manufacturers choose to ship their products
through more-convenient Chinese ports. The regional
dominance of the Hong Kong port may be at risk, admitted
Mike Rowse, director-general of InvestHK, “but the money
is in planning the movement, rather than in moving
things.” True, but what about the port’s jobs?

“We have to respect market forces,” said Raymond
Young, Hong Kong’s deputy secretary for commerce and
industry. “As China develops, it makes perfect sense for
some services to migrate to the mainland. But these are low-
end services.” VTech’s and Wong’s experiences suggest,

however, that the definition of “low-end services” keeps
evolving to include jobs once thought to be high-end.

The result has been a deepening degree of economic
integration between Hong Kong and the Pearl River Delta
region, including cities such as Dongguan and Shenzhen.
“Hong Kong is now a metropolitan economy,” said Edward
Leung, chief economist for the Hong Kong Trade Develop-
ment Council. “Its prosperity depends very much upon its
hinterland” in China. 

Hong Kong is eager to enhance this symbiotic relation-
ship. In June 2003, Hong Kong signed a Closer Economic
Partnership Arrangement with Beijing. “In its raw form, it’s
a free-trade agreement,” said Fung, chairman of Prumerica
Financial Asia. “We couldn’t call it that, because we are the
same country.” Fung hopes the arrangement will revitalize
the Hong Kong economy. But skeptics think the pact is lit-
tle more than a gesture of goodwill. 

The deal grants easier access to Chinese markets for
Hong Kong-made products. In addition, it gives Hong
Kong-based firms in 18 different service sectors greater
rights to do business in China. For example, the agreement

lowers by two-thirds the minimum assets a
Hong Kong bank needs before it can offer
loans in China. Hong Kong hopes to one day
expand the pact’s coverage to include more
market sectors, especially educational ser-
vices and environmental technology, fields
where city leaders feel their firms have a
competitive advantage. 

Hong Kong recently built a new airport
and by 2008 is to complete a bridge to Macao,
China’s other Special Administrative Region.
These infrastructure improvements are
intended to knit Hong Kong into the eco-
nomic fabric of the mainland. Moreover, the
city is trying to position itself as China’s desti-
nation for tourism (a Disney theme park will
open at the end of 2005), for conferences (a
harbor-side convention center will soon be
complemented by another convention center
near the airport), and for banking and wealth
management. And most observers in Hong
Kong believe that as long as China retains
centralized capital controls and lacks the
British-style rule of law that Hong Kong has

long enjoyed, the former colony will remain the preferred
site for companies to incorporate and obtain financing. 

THE BROADER IMPLICATIONS

The intensifying pressure that Hong Kong feels from
China reflects the constantly evolving nature of the Chinese
competitive threat. China-based companies—like many in the
West—face rising costs and stiff domestic competition, and
they are already looking over their shoulder at India. Each of
these challenges has given rise to skepticism in the West
about China’s ability to emerge as a truly global economic
player. But the Chinese have not been paralyzed by their chal-
lenges. Their cutting-edge firms are adapting and are trans-
forming themselves into even more-competent competitors. 

“Chinese wages are going up, too,” said Michael E.
DeGolyer, director of the Hong Kong Transition Project at
the Hong Kong Baptist University, “pushing [companies] to
finally worry about efficiency.” Fretting about costs, VTech’s
Wei chants the lean-production mantra of “constant

THE NEW CHINESE: 

Einstein, Hitchcock, and
Picasso decorate a
software designer’s
cubicle in Shenzhen.
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improvement.” He continually massages the company’s pro-
duction process to squeeze out wasted time and effort. Wei
notes that the Dongguan plant has little automation, sug-
gesting that VTech could further improve its productivity
and hold down its costs by incorporating higher technology.
Wei also complains that some of his competitors in China
don’t pay the legal minimum wage. But he vows to take
advantage of these low-cost local subcontractors by out-
sourcing to them all future increases in demand. 

Because of the sheer number of Chinese consumers and
their burgeoning wealth—an estimated 60 million Chinese
earn at least $5,000 a year, enough to buy a car, a computer,
or home appliances—the Chinese market is the place to be
for both foreign and Chinese companies. And, said Chinese
management expert Fischer, “in the consumer goods mar-
ket, China is now the toughest market in the world,” where
firms must constantly find ways to cut prices and improve
quality if they want to stay in the game. The white heat of
this competition is forging world-class Chinese competi-
tors—Huawei or ZTE in the telecommunications field, for
example—firms that American and European multination-
als now see as their future rivals. 

Finally, China-based companies are not satisfied to mere-
ly rely on cheap Chinese labor to manufacture low-value-
added, mass-produced goods. They want to be players in the
game of high-value-added services. They know they face stiff
competition. “India will be a real force to be reckoned
with,” warns Wong’s Smith. “It’s a bottomless pit of software
engineers.” To bolster their competitiveness, China-based

companies are already tapping into
the Indian talent pool, just as their
U.S. competitors are doing. 

Hong Kong’s efforts to find
its niche in dealing with China
are now being copied by its
neighbors. Even though Taiwan
seems to be periodically on the
brink of war with China, Tai-
wanese entrepreneurs have
invested billions of dollars in the
mainland in the past few years,
and several hundred thousand
Taiwanese now live and work in
China. Not unlike Hong Kong,

Taipei has grand hopes to be an
R&D and logistics center for China. 

China has recently supplanted
the United States as South Korea’s
principal trading partner, thanks
to heavy Korean investment in
China. South Korean firms want to
use China as a manufacturing plat-
form and to position themselves as
suppliers to the growing Chinese
domestic market. Japanese compa-
nies are pursuing the same strate-
gy. The current Japanese econom-
ic recovery is largely fueled by
rising exports to China.

The nations of Southeast Asia,
meanwhile, are attempting to emu-
late Hong Kong by negotiating their
own free-trade deal with China.
Although none of these economies

will ever be as tied to China as Hong Kong is, they are clearly
becoming part of a China-centric economic zone. And as
Marc Laperrouza, deputy director of the Evian Group, a trade
forum based in Lausanne, Switzerland, observed, “This busi-
ness game is becoming a political game,” as the region falls
increasingly within China’s geopolitical sphere of influence. 

The implications of all this for the United States are clear.
Despite rising public anger directed at American firms that
ship jobs to China, that trend will undoubtedly continue.
China is no longer simply a huge potential market for U.S.
exports, or an export platform for making cheap goods for
the U.S. market. It is a fertile business hothouse where the
economic future is taking root. The only way to understand
the evolving Chinese competitive threat is to wrestle with it
up close, on its own turf, to see China as it is becoming, not
as it was. All of America’s competitors are here. And U.S.
firms will suffer greatly if they aren’t here too.

The next few years are likely to demonstrate China’s eco-
nomic vulnerability, as its investment bubble bursts. But
Americans shouldn’t let the rough times ahead for China
obscure the changes occurring on the ground in the Chi-
nese business community, where firms such as VTech are
improving their efficiency and quality, and those such as
Wong’s are moving up the value chain. These companies
are likely to emerge even more-competitive after China
pulls out of its inevitable downturn. Be forewarned. The
challenge posed by China has only begun. ■

The author can be reached at bstokes@nationaljournal.com.

■ THE CROUCHING TIGER

Hong Kong, once a Western enclave in a sea of
Communists, is now mainly the gateway and metro-
pole for a hinterland transformed with new facto-
ries and businesses in the Pearl River Delta region
of southeast China. Some 50,000 Hong Kong firms
employ nearly 10 million Chinese in the area.
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